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For Ben  
 
 Written for the Poetry Center Memorial Event for Benjamin Hollander, San Francisco, February 

5, 2017 
 
 

what if? a true 
fiction. 
 

The RumpusThe Rumpus What if I said: to be 

 
 
Taking his lead, what if what if
are complexly white if white at all, but definitely white here and now -- what if I show you that if 
dead, you are complexly dead, if gone at all; and not in any way that is acceptable, believable, or 
imaginable now?  
 
In Memoir American 

-
death is complicated and there are many different kinds and yours is closer to vitality than that of 
many other so-  
 

now accuse you of not dying like others die. What would you say to that? Am I being paranoid? 
Leaning toward conspiracy theory and fantasies of your new identity if I accuse you of right now 

 talked about 
Jewish ways of 
and long past, our adherence to them in anxiety revelries, our shetetl, our relatedness like brother 
and sister, the state of your children and my daughter who all went to the same schools from 
kindergarten to 12th 
usual, no sentiment or euphemism, just, how do we address this shared problem? What do we read 

lways talked.   
 
 
Okay  you might say that I am mimicking you (badly) or taunting you or translating you but so 

 expect us to do? I suspect this is what you hoped and expected 
 

hope for nothing, but acted otherwise? 
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Staging a reading, translating or transliterating a name into a nick name, a street name, a tag, a 
pseudonym, being a ghost writer --all of this was your vehement work fueled by a gigantic desire to 
talk, to unearth something new through conversation. As you say in First Ritual of Truce: 
 

 
 

part of a theatrical production. When you and I had new books out at the same time a few years ago 
 

 
I interrupt myself here. Depart from this thing I wrote for the occasion tonight. In it I go on to describe 

 as some of you know  a complex choreography of 
correspondences --- a kind of platonic Hollander Ideal Form of connection where you read and respond to 

as the reading. Because of that and because of the timely content of what he says, I will 
finish by granting the wish to hear his voice that has fueled my words here and now go straight to his voice 
and the play he directed of that readin  a little of me talking about his 
work.  
 
http://moesbooks.net/audio/130523-gervitz-hollander.mp3 
 
(In total I played about a 6 min excerpt from the beginning of this (much longer recording) starting 
at 1min 29 seconds, stopping at 4.39 and starting again later at 48.45 where Ben talks about his own 
work, and stopping at 50.55) 
 
//// 
 

at the event: 
 

 of an email exchange between us which gives a small glimpse of how you were 
: 

 
Some text from email: 
 
Ben Hollander to Susan Gevirtz / May 19, 2013 / 2:07 a.m. 
Subject: Time 
 
O.K,--Re-thinking again at 2:00 Am 
 
Now I realize why reading my translation piece won't work--it will take too much time, good for the 
subject heading of this email. It's like 5 pages long, too long if i want to read some of the other 

http://moesbooks.net/audio/130523-gervitz-hollander.mp3
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pieces in my book. So you can still read your Letter Translation Panel Invitation--but unless you 
insist...well.. 
 
 let's start  justwith me introducing you, simple: Here it is: hope you like it--it can be shorrted or 
lengthened, as you wish 
 

 book for an audience, I refused . 
 
So, for our future  Coming Events. 
 
And I read Susan cite Virginia Woolf and it felt true to what we both do: 
 

 love 
 

 

 
 
We write our ideas about 
Origins, sojourns, pilgrimages the intensity of  being inside them: 
 
Yet, then we realize, as Susan writes,  
 
The poem (as always) is About about. Which means that events were an environment of 
conversation, but the poem is not about events. The poem is about the impossibility of 
writing about events. 
  
 Susan and my writing converge when we enter the possibility of writing at a shock point, an 
astonishment point, without the conventions of safe passage in a fixed  genre: 
 
In a piece in her book, Susan writes, partly about the conditions of train travel, 
 

 
Fear of derailment arising from the experience of travelling in what seemed like an enormous 
grenade, gave way to diversion security based on familiarityurity based on familiarity habit and the plush upholstery of 
later trains cushioned the vibrations and noise of train to track. 
 

future experience.  
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experiences--and she cites Beckett: 
 
Or rather life is a succession of habits, since the individual is a succession of 
individuals; the world being a pro
pact must be continually renewed, the letter of safe conduct brought up to date. The 
creation of the world did not take place once and for all time, but takes place every 
day. 
  
As this creation takes plaAs this creation takes pla
beautiful book Coming Events. 
Please welcome Susan Gevirtz: 
 

 
Susan Gevirtz to Ben Hollander / May 19, 2013 / 10:05 a.m. 
Subject: Time 
 
have you heard of a thing called an "excerpt"?  
 
could you read an excerpt of the translation piece? Or read the whole thing if you feel like it. I'm fine 
with that. 
 
Also there's this fabulous part about translation In The House... bottom p10 - p 11. I'll probably say 
somehting about it.  
 
don't re-think any more, just think (whihc, I'm sorry, always = rethink, so no escape I guess) 

 
 

 
Ben Hollander to Susan Gevirtz  / May 19, 2013 / 10:37a.m. 
Subject: Time 
 

So i need to ask you this: 
 
read pages 7 and 8 in Memoir American--it's called Oscarine and Jacques and me--on its own. Is it 
clear as an excerpt? 
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I was originally going to read pages 3-8, but that's why I hesitated-- 
 
if 7 and 8 work on their own as a story that implies something about the nature of translation and 
echoes your translation piece, then we can go back to the original plan--"now appearing for the first 
time, Moe's lovely in-house dancers, please welcome "the voyeurs of translation." 
 
Susan Gevirtz to Ben Hollander / May 19, 2013 /10:10 p.m. 

Subject: Time 
 
 
Yes - it's clear and strong as an excerpt 
but so is p3 - 8... I don't think it's to long but it depends on what else you have up your immigrant 
sleeves 
Just finished the book. Fabulous. So. And hilarious in moments --all those pure poets going crazy 
and mixing blood and blood lines. I was laughing out loud sometimes 
 
So I'm happy to go back or forward to any script/plan but at this point I'm not sure which is which. 
Tomorrow morning I return to it all and find the things I might say to Intro you and the other 
words.... but will you please memorize or tatoo on my forehead: 
"now appearing for the first time, Moe's lovely in-house dancers, please welcome "the voyeurs of 
translation." 
because I love that and hope you will say it intact. I don't think I can pull it off as you can, but I can 
use the phrase right after you say it in reading the letter 
 
I like this that you say --will probably take it up somehow: 
 Susan and my writing converge when we enter the possibility of writing at a shock point, an 
astonishment point, without the conventions of safe passage in a fixed  genre: 
 
Now I must ask you why you are neglecting the other twin? I will read her tonight and tomorrow... 
 
And why the hell are there no credits for the wild visuals in In The House ? 
and where did they come from ? They're nuts (in a good way) 

 
___________________ 

 
 
Okay, so there is a level at which this is just nuts and way beyond what anyone does when they are 
asked to read with someone else. And there is another way in which it embodies the ideal. After the 
strenuous planning of this reading I began to imagine a writing world, or at least a series, in which, 

 of that. And 
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It would require serious labor and engagement. And that is exactly what everything Ben did was 
about. He was in a state of constant exasperation and bewilderment trying to understand why 
everyone did not want to live and work and interact at his pitch. 
 
 
The question or anti-question, is, as you quote the other Benjamin in Rituals of Truce: 
 

 
                       ---Walter Benjamin in Rituals, p80 
 
---And your response to yourself years later in Memoir American: 
 
Your translation turns into the poem you turned 

on as if it were the poem you needed to write. 
 

 
Precisely. 

 
                        --p48 
 
 
It is as if as if are at the 
mercy of your gone-
truth is that you have turned on us, in us, turned into us, in order to speak, to help us go on 
speaking.  
 
But I am left with a refusal, a what if, an attempted truce with your death falling apart every time I 
try to say it  
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FULL  

 

 Owen introduces both of us: 

 

Ben and/or Susan: THANK OWEN, THANK PEOPLE FOR COMING OUT, THANK 
CHABOT 

Intro---We will each read a brief piece on translation before we introduce each other and read from 
our books. You should know: neither one of us are translators although we do have this perverse 
instinct to watch- and then write-- about translation.  So much so that we wanted to introduce 
ourselves tonight as the voyeurs of translation-  

-house dancers introduce: now appearing, in their first Bay Area 
appearance, the voyeurs of translati  

 

So we decided against such nonsense and will now give you the serious portion of the evening.  

 

Susan talks: 

  

about translation personally. And yes, since Ben and I circulate in our writings around the 
question of what can possibly stay put as an origin story, and in both books he keeps 
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This tangle he describes also describes what has motivated me to be near translation. 
Translation itself whatever it is circulates in what he call  

 -like questions that 
 

He reminds us of the invisible mother tongue and personal that stain and strain translation. I 
think we both want to get closer to that, not exactly make visible the invisible but gesture at 

down help. But just kidding 

 

 I read mine: Like a Rumor thru the Fact of Translation, pages 7 and 8 Memoir American 

 I introduce Susan: 

  book for an audience, I stopped. 

 Coming Events. 

And I read Susan cite Virginia Woolf --
describe my book: 

edy ,no tragedy, no love 
 

 

We are haunted  by the mutability of ideas about 

 Origins, sojourns, pilgrimages the intensity of being inside them, as. memoir as fiction as essay as 
poetry, as more than any one of those. 

Susan The poem (as always) is About about. Which means that events are an 
environment of conversation, but the poem is not about events. The poem is about the impossibility 
of writing about events. 
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  Susan and my writing converge when we enter the possibility of writing at a point of shock, 
astonishment, revelation, without the conventions of safe passage in a fixed  genre: 

In a piece in her book, Susan writes, partly about what the experience of train travel became over 
time: 

 

Fear of derailment arising from the experience of travelling in what seemed like an enormous 
grenade, gave way to diversion  security based on familiarity  habit and the plush upholstery of 
later trains cushioned the vibrations and noise of train to track. 

future experience.  

 
pposite: it invites stimuli in order to remember the possibility of 

future experiences--and  to make the pointshe cites Beckett: 

life is a succession of habits, since the individual is a succession of individuals; the world being a 
projection of the indivi
safe conduct brought up to date. The creation of the world did not take place once and for all time, 
but takes place every day. 

  

And  it is this kind of creation which takes place and casts light and is at play at each moment in 
Coming Events. 

I know you have already welcomed us, but 

Please re-welcome Susan Gevirtz: 

 Susan Reads: 

My reading under the signs of refusal that Ben and I share as a starting place among other 
starting places 
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pursue it. Hearing all of this I am after 

My mother is here tonight so I also read for her and also the anti-personal that all mothers 
han on any and no 

more escapable or invisible than on any other night.  

he has mentioned 

-My Little read backwards Book 

-excerpts from Without Event: The reign of commotion 

-About About 

 

 

  

Susan introduces  Me: 

 

-Ameircan, and my book COMING 
EVENTS, have been in conversation long before they were published, long before Ben wrote this reading 
play for us that enacts that conversation and ventriloquizes what the books are already saying to each 

with someone else, and read their 
work and respond to it as the reading, is rare and wonderful, and requires a lot more work and desire for 

  
they are densely populated with poets, philosophers, many others, all morphing into one another and 

on dimes, a big exciting babel (book cover of Memoir American

books are also great generosities bringing us to the conversation or reminding us of our participation in 
spite of ourselves. 
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-memoir or as auto-anti-
autobiographical writings  I 
think this is related to the tangle I spoke to when I was describing his translation writing. He says in 

-- what we carry, what we lug, what we 
 

So the personal is a language and a person
-

them 

ott tells me αντα, adverb, over against, face to face, with a notion of 
comparison, in hostile sense against. And αντεγκαλεω is to make a counter claim, bring a 
counter charge. And αντη is a prayer, a word preserved.  

So we, our books, that is, go through 
personhood, still capable of embarrassment, that through its specificity becomes referential  
but referring to what? Baggage? The coming and current events of readers? Again From 

  

 

-about of my About About, 
the non-about of reading which is his writing, writing into --
a reading, 

 

agine 
he wrote for me and to my book. I think we can all take the books personally. In an anti 
fashion. That is we are face to face with these books and him tonight,or while reading alone,  
we are in a land of comparison, in a hostile sense he is against us offers with one hand while 
resisting our affinity  with the other.  And the books call us to make a counter claim, bring a 

books are also  a prayer, a word (of refusal) preserved.  

Please welcome Ben H 

 

 

I Read 
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how America and Americans see themselves. We were talking before about the mutable ideas in my 
wor  

And In this house un-american, one of these mjutable ideas is the idea naming, and counter-naming, 
where I ask:  Who is who and where do they belong and where can they go? 
How do we inhabit a name, as if  thatname could enter into a place?  Susan writes: 

-name counter place 
 
In my case, in this book, in the House Un-American, names enter into places and have ripple 
effects creating  these disturbances, sometimes comic,  about what place is, in this case, Amerika. 
And also, who or what is American, who or what is un-american 
The primary character  in this book is one Carlos ben Carlos rossman
Carlos, whoi is an immigrant  
Puerto-rican and jewish traveling from the midd
Rossman and who is   thewannabee heir to the iconic american poet, William carlos williams. 
And so here he is in this section of the book, a section called Carlos among the Fables, among his 
namesakes, one of which isWilliam Carlos Williams 

Read  pg 13-   

____________-_________- 

 

This next piece is for my  friend and colleague, Dennis Chowenhill, who when he read parts of this 
book in ms. said, when we were talking about the character of Spanglish as a language in relation to 
my character Carlos ben Carlos Rossman and his adventures, 
Dennis said: 
Eso es some pretty hilarious caca, right there, hombre.   Still, a pesar del constante cambio de 

e of language)  it's not only clear, but en 
el espíritu lúdico de Cervantes himself (in the playful spirit of Cervantes himself).   ((maybe 
that should have been the blurb on the back) 
 
(And maybe iwould change it to as if a puerto rican jewish  alexis de toqueville came to America 
embodying el espiritu ludico de Cervantes.  ) 
 
READ Dennis Piece:18-19 
 

two sections later,  to a part in the book called, Hearings in Progress, a bit of theatre between 
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courtroom characters addressing the relationship between church and state in america and the ever-
changing character of religion in American life.  
 
This is from the second testimony, where a group called The Prison Fellowship ministries wants to 

-  
 
9If time, mention Winnifred Fallers Sullivan, Prison Religion) 
 
(Invite Steve on stage) I would like to invite up here a wonderful poet, the director of San Francisco 
State Poetry Center, Steve Dickison 
 
 Read first two paragraphs of page 50 (Second Testimony) 
 
STEVE WILL READ WITH ME: 
 
And then I move to the 4th testimony, where the New Men speak: 
 
READ Fourth Testimony pages: 56-59 
 
 
To finish up, I will be reading 4 pieces from 2 sections of the book, Falbes in the Air,and 
Facts on the Ground  
 
The impulse behind these sections of the book was to shape a politics and a new way of seeing 

 
 
Basically, I wanted to take the so-called calcified facts on the ground and re-think them by 
throwing them up in the air as  fables in the air., to see what would become of the facts. One 
of the sections begins with a quote from Olson,  
 

And then fact can become fable again.Carlos Karl Olson 

And the other from Robert Payne: 

Robert Payne 

Read Obama Fable page 111 
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Then English Only in the Bedroom (fable) (pg 127) 
 
Then introduce Santorini and read  
 
Hannah and Carlos Over-think the Ethnic Divide (101) 
 
Se Tutto Va Bene, Sono Rovinato 

 
 

- -98 
 
 

COMING EVENTS (Collected 
Writing) and Ben had two new books just out,  In the House Un-American and Memoir American 
 
The fact of the

in The Conversant  
http://theconversant.org/?p=4725 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://clockrootbooks.com/wordpress/tag/in-the-house-un-american/
http://punctumbooks.com/titles/memoir-american/



